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The information technology revolution which rose in 1980s has fundamentally 
changed the global economic structure，and services have become another power 
source of the economic growth pattern. With the spread of the financial crisis, world 
economy is dropping, and China export of merchandise trade is declining 
significantly. At the same time, the rapid expansion of the China merchandise trade 
has result in the increasing dependence on the external sources and the increasing 
import risk of the strategic resources. Moreover the lagging behind China service 
trade development has shown the potential of the development power of the service 
trade. These all require China to develop service trade to drive the economic 
transformation of China. 
The main point of this paper is to analyze the structure and increase of the 
international service trade on a global perspective. Through empirical analysis, it 
evaluates the status quo of China service trade, determines the China international 
trade status, and analyzes the importance and feasibility of the strategy of developing 
service trade to drive the economic transformation of China. 
This paper consists of six chapters. The first chapter mainly introduces the study 
background, study meaning, study methods and study structure of this paper. The 
second chapter is literature review, which introduces the theory of service trade 
competitiveness and relative analysis methods this paper used. The third chapter 
analyzes the new characteristics of international economic environment China facing 
in post crisis era. The fourth chapter firstly analyzes the situation of foreign trade of 
China, and then points out that adjusting the industrial structure and developing 
service trade to drive the economic transformation of China are an important power 
to economic recovery of China. Finally it analyzes the developing of China service 
trade using SWOT analysis, and then points out the dilemma and challenges of China 
service trade. The fifth chapter analyzes the developing potential of China service 
trade using GE matrix analysis, and then proposes relative strategy of developing 













conclusion, which mainly summarizes the content of this paper. 
By these analysis, this paper indicates that it’s feasible to develop service trade 
to drive the economic transformation of China. It’s necessary to find out and cultivate 
core competitiveness of China service trade. Beside it’s vital to make development 
strategy according to the development characteristics and potential of different 
industry to promote service trade industry development. 
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院在 2007 年 3 月提出“把大力发展服务贸易作为转变外贸增长方式、提升对




























20 世纪 70 年代后期，国际贸易竞争的核心逐渐由货物贸易转向服务贸易。
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